Build a Mars Rover
Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun, next to us, The Earth, which is third. We have
successfully landed robots on our neighbouring planet’s surface called rovers. In this
activity, you get to engineer your own balloon-powered version of a Martian rover.

What you need:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

a set of lego wheels and
axles OR
4 bottle tops (wheels) and
2 wooden skewers (axels)
A piece of card / lego for
the ‘body’
a straw
a balloon
an elastic band
sticky tape

What to do:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

A real Martian rover!
This is a photo of a real rover,
named Perseverance. It will land
on Mars on 18th Feb 2021.

8.
9.

If you are using lego, build two sets of wheels and axels.
If you are making wheels and axels from bottle tops and
skewers, firstly, ask an adult to piece a hole in the centre of
all of the bottle top wheels which is big enough for the
skewer to pass through. Then, thread the wheels onto each
end of the skewer making sure the wheels spin freely.
Place the piece of card or lego in between the wheels. If
appropriate, tape the axels to the bottom of the box.
Tape the straw onto the top of the box making sure the straw
sticks out from the back of your rover (this is where you will
blow air to make it go).
Ask an adult to blow up the balloon and let it deflate several
times. Loosen the elastic of the balloon by stretching it with
your hands too.
Secure the balloon onto the other end of the straw with the
elastic band.
Blow air down the straw to blow up the balloon and test to
see if your rover will go. Keep trying if it doesn't work right
away!
Revise your design together with your family and see if you
can improve it.
You can paint it, decorate it, and name it, if you wish.

Did you know...
You can find out where Mars and the other planets are in the sky right now on www.stellarium-web.org.

Save the Meteorites: an experiment
Meteorites are bits of rock that fall to Earth from space. Sometimes they are large and we
see them in the sky as shooting stars (or meteors), but, often, they are tiny and we do not
notice. In this experiment, we set up a bucket in order to catch these tiny meteorites.

What you need:
•

a plastic bucket

•

some water

•

a place to keep your bucket outside for a year (perhaps
the shed roof?)

•

some small glass bottles (for next year, optional)

•

a strong magnet (for next year)

! Warning: magnets can be dangerous, especially, if swallowed.
What to do:
1.

Put a little water in your plastic bucket.

2.

Find a suitable location to keep your bucket outside for a
year. Somewhere up high and out of the way of activity
would be ideal. A shed roof or quiet corner of the garden, for
example.

3.

Leave your bucket outside for a whole year undisturbed. Over
the course of the year, some leaves, soil, and other debris,
will gather in your bucket. However, tiny particles of
meteorite (space dust) will also gather in your bucket too.

4.

Next year, ask an adult to come back to the bucket with you
and the magnet. Swish your magnet around in the water and
debris. Due to the majority of meteorites being magnetic,
they will stick to your magnet! Any debris that does not stick
to your magnet, you can discard.

5.

Carefully take your meteorite pieces off the magnet and
place in the small glass bottles, if you have them. They could
make good presents for family members or even jewellery.

Vocabulary corner:
Meteor or shooting star—a bit
of rock, from space, which is
travelling through the
atmosphere of the Earth.
Meteorite—a bit of rock which
has travelled from space,
through the atmosphere of the
Earth, and landed.
Star— a distant sun, much
farther away, possibly, with
planets of its own.

Did you know...
Shooting stars, or meteors, happen all the time, but you can see more in the sky than normal during a
meteor shower. These happen every year at the same time. For example, the Perseid shower happens
every year from around 17th July to the 24th July.

Challenge: design your own constellation
A constellation is a pattern in the night time sky made up of stars. The Great Bear (a.k.a.
Ursa Major) and Orion are both constellations. But, can you design your own?
What to Do:
•

Cut out the stars below
carefully using scissors.

•

Using a glue stick, stick
down the stars you like
most in a new pattern. Your
pattern could resemble an
animal, a fairy, a memory, a
hope, or whatever your
imagination creates.

•

Write a story about your
constellation pattern. What
is your new constellation
about?

Constellation fact file: Orion the Great Hunter

The constellation of
Orion (right) is depicted
as a great hunter in
Greek mythology. He is
often described as firing
a bow and arrow in the
sky. The brightest stars
in the constellation are
blue-white Rigel and
red Betelgeuse.

south in winter

Betelgeuse

Rigel

You can see the constellation of Orion in UK’s winter skies. Go out
after dark and look south to see the famous pattern.

Did you know…
Stars are slightly different colours. This tells
you the temperature of
the star. Bluey ones are
hotter and reddish ones
are colder—the reverse
of your bathroom taps!

My Constellation

My Constellation’s Story

